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Zooming Guide

• Feedback & Question – How it works
• Use Zoom Chat throughout presentation - we will answer the questions at the end 

of each presentation

• Feedback questionnaire emailed at the end of the meeting
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COVID-19: Our Response
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 Responding to an unprecedented rapidly changing landscape

Feb 2020: First UK transmission of the virus

16 March: PM advises against non-essential travel, asks people to avoid pubs and work from home if possible

20 March: PM announces closure of schools, all pubs, restaurants and gyms

23 March: Televised address imposes a UK-wide lockdown and the vulnerable asked to ‘shield’ for 12 weeks

10 May: Lockdown measures eased in England; “return to work if you can”

14 May: WPD & Trade Unions joint statement – phased restart of customer-driven work (connections) where customers 
able to provide a safe site. Followed by gradual recommencement of capital works programme 

1 June: Some schools and shops re-open (social distancing measures in place)

CUSTOMERS

- Information & advice
- 24 hour contact
- Essential works only
up to 10 May    

STAFF

- Safety at home/work
- Support
- Information & advice

COMMUNITY

- £500k fund
- Support for partners
- PSR data sharing
- Field staff referral App

 WPD response centred around three 

pillars: 
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COVID-19: Our staff
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• Staff who can work from home will continue to do so for the time being –

60% of our workforce are essential workers and not able to do so

• Field staff worked throughout, maintaining social distancing measures and 

time spent in depots minimised

• Implemented processes and PPE (all fully risk assessed) to allow them 

to continue to work safely whilst maintaining supply reliability and 

recommencing connections activity

• 220 additional small vans hired to ensure we could maintain social 

distancing 

• We have implemented social distancing protocols at all WPD sites. Non-

essential visits to WPD sites stopped. Telephone and video conferencing 

heavily utilised

• We doubled our remote servers to cope with the additional capacity for 

homeworkers, who have been provided with desks and IT equipment

• Specific FAQ issued to staff on new connections queries

Online portal created to provide information and 

support for all staff (available on PCs and 

IPads)

• Bulletins from CEO, Directors and trade 

unions

• Mental health support and key contacts for 

help advice

• FAQs in addition to Government guidance
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• Coronavirus – FAQ published online and 

regularly updated as government advice and 

WPD operations adapted.

• A customer guide has been created and is 

shared with customers should we enter their 

property – it helps their understanding of the 

protocols we follow to keep them and staff 

safe

• Specific advice has been issued to staff who 

must enter a property where someone is self-

isolating or infected to restore supply or deal 

with an urgent safety issue 

• We remain here 24/7 for our customers with 

fully operating control rooms and contact 

centres

COVID-19: Our customers
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• x

• As lockdown began on 23 March (until the government advised otherwise 

on 10 May) Worked with government, Ofgem and DNOs to agree continuing 

essential services:

• Responding to power cuts

• Limited planned works only where there is a safety or reliability concern

• Maintained critical connections work only where it provides support to 

key service providers to the Covid-19 outbreak such as hospitals and 

health care facilities. 

• Non-essential connections work suspended. Connections offers could 

still be accepted to secure capacity, ahead of the lifting of restrictions. 

Offer letter milestones extended on agreement with customer by 1 

month where delayed by Covid-19.

• Processing connections applications, issuing offers, design approvals 

continued as BAU, including guaranteed standards.

• As lockdown is eased from 10th May WPD worked with trade unions and 

have begun planning and undertaking further connections work where safe 

to do so 

Keeping customers informed
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COVID-19: supporting our communities 
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• Priority Services Register data proactively offered 

to 673 Local Authorities and community groups
• Allows them to reach and support the most in need 

• Robust GDPR compliant process in place

• > 630,000 records sent to Severn Trent Water to 

aid targeting support during water outages

• > 90,000 records sent to health, community and LA 

contacts

• All our consumer vulnerability partners assured funding 

was still available and could be topped up. ‘Local 

Action Fund’ innovation schemes were extended

• New support services to offer access to food, 

prescriptions, online shopping

• Loneliness and isolation support arranged via 

befriending schemes

• Standalone App developed for field staff to immediately 

refer customers in need of support to a community 

partner

£500k In This Together Fund was rapidly established

• Fund launched to support 

communities hit hardest by 

the coronavirus outbreak 

within our operating region

• Independent panel of WPD’s 

customer collaboration Panel 

members set criteria and 

assessed applications

• In two months WPD designed 

and promoted the scheme, 

processed applications and 

distributed £500k to local 

organisations delivering 

support and services to the 

most vulnerable in our 

communities
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• WPD will closely monitor government updates and guidance

• We are continuing to work with Ofgem and our trade unions to ensure we provide the best response to the pandemic

• As construction work resumed in England (as encouraged by the Government on 10 May) we resumed customer-driven works 

followed be a phased resumption of our capital programme

• Where this involves works on sites we will follow government guidance for example in relation to distancing protocols and 

hygiene measures,

• We will work with connections customers to review individual schemes as required where they have been impacted by COVID-19

• We have risk assessed every office and put preparations in place for when office staff return

• Our procurement team are constantly working to ensure we have the PPE and hand washing facilities required and hygiene packs 

will be provided as staff return to the office
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Ongoing activities: update
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• WPD Net Zero Communities Strategy launched

• Sets out how our engagement over the past 7 years has 

informed our strategy to support communities in their net 

zero ambitions.

• EV strategy and strategy summary published

• Updated EV strategy reflecting the engagement which has 

informed our plans and updated forecasts

• Summary sets out the immediate steps WPD are taking 

through innovation, BAU initiatives and commitments to 

meet the demands of all EV users

• DFES Interactive map launched

• DFES projections now published on interactive map.

• Allows visualisation of each scenario and technology’s 

impacts on regions or Local authority areas across each 

year out to 2032.

• Data can be filtered in multiple factors and exported

• “Build Back Better” – actively reviewing our response to the 

Green agenda as UK emerges from Coronavirus
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Future Stakeholder 
Engagement Events - go to 

Chat Feedback & Any Questions?
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Active Network Management (ANM) –
Opening New Zones

Key context

Pete Aston

Primary Systems Design (PSD)

Manager
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CCSG – Opening new ANM zones

Key context

ICE was introduced under 

RIIO-ED1, with the aim to: 

• Replicate the effects of 

Competition

• Incentivise DNOs to 

improve the overall 

customer experience

• Enable Customers to 

influence a DNOs high level 

strategy and Workplan of 

activities

Overview

 ICE actions for 20/21 relating to ANM

 Brief history of ANM in WPD

 Existing ANM zones

 Proposal for opening new zones

 Next steps and questions
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CCSG – Opening new ANM zones

Key context

ICE was introduced under 

RIIO-ED1, with the aim to: 

• Replicate the effects of 

Competition

• Incentivise DNOs to 

improve the overall 

customer experience

• Enable Customers to 

influence a DNOs high level 

strategy and Workplan of 

activities

ICE actions for 20/21 relating to ANM

Action 1, Network Capacity Map Development for ANM (Dec 2020)

“Continue to improve the Network Capacity Map to provide better information for Transmission ANM (TANM)

and explore options for providing indicative curtailment information.”

Action 5, Working on the improvement to opening ANM zones (Sept 2020)

“Improve the way ANM zones are opened by using a more flexible and responsive method, rather than on a

specific programme. This will include changed external and internal guidance.”
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CCSG – Opening new ANM zones

Key context

Brief history of ANM in WPD

 Pre-2010. ANM roll out in Orkney.

 2011-2013. Development of the first ANM systems in WPD as part of innovation trials.

Lincolnshire Low Carbon Hub (Skegness), Corby

Also other alternative connections: timed, soft-intertrip

 2014. Deployment as business as usual (policies, specifications, training, etc.)

 2015 – 2020. Further opening of zones and development of policies
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CCSG – Opening new ANM zones

Key context

ICE was introduced under 

RIIO-ED1, with the aim to: 

• Replicate the effects of 

Competition

• Incentivise DNOs to 

improve the overall 

customer experience

• Enable Customers to 

influence a DNOs high level 

strategy and Workplan of 

activities

Open ANM zones

 16 zones open for quoting

 Mixture of Distribution ANM (DANM) and Transmission ANM (TANM)

 Multiple zones in each licence area

 Shown on website and Network Capacity Map http://www.westernpower.co.uk/anm-further-info

http://www.westernpower.co.uk/anm-further-info
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CCSG – Opening new ANM zones

Key contextOpen ANM zones
ANM zone DANM TANM Quoting since

System in development 

since
System live since

East Midlands

Bicker Fen Yes Yes
Skegness LCH DANM Feb-

14; full GSP system Nov-16

Skegness LCH 2011; full GSP 

Nov-19

Original system faulty; new 

system expected end 2020

Grendon Yes
No

Corby System Jan-14; full 

GSP Apr-15

Corby system May-14; full 

GSP system May-20

Original system faulty; new 

system end 2020

Staythorpe
No 

(pending)
Yes Apr-15 Jan-19 Expected end 2020

West Burton No Yes Aug-18 Jan-20 Mid-2021

West Midlands

Ironbridge & 

Shrewsbury
Yes

No
May-19 Expected Oct 2020 Expected end 2021

Cellarhead Yes No Sep-18 Jan-16 (innovation project) Expected end 2021

Feckenham Yes Yes Nov-18 Jul-18 Expected end 2020

South Wales

Pembroke DANM Yes No Nov-16 Jan-18 Expected mid-2021

Swansea North 

TANM No Yes Jul-16 Oct-17 Jun-19

Pyle TANM No Yes Jun-16 Jan-19 Expected end 2020

Rassau TANM No Yes Feb-19 Expected Jan-21 Expected end 2021

Upper Boat 33kv No Yes Jun-18 Expected Jan-22 Expected end 2022

South West

Cornwall Yes Yes Jan-15 Jan-14 Jan-20

South Devon Yes Yes Jul-16 Sep-17 Expected end 2020

Bridgwater Yes Yes Dec-14 Dec-14 Jul-19

Seabank Yes Yes Jun-19 Expected Jan-21 Expected mid-2021
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CCSG – Opening new ANM zones

Key context

ICE was introduced under 

RIIO-ED1, with the aim to: 

• Replicate the effects of 

Competition

• Incentivise DNOs to 

improve the overall 

customer experience

• Enable Customers to 

influence a DNOs high level 

strategy and Workplan of 

activities

Open ANM zones
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CCSG – Opening new ANM zones

Key context

Existing process for opening ANM zones

• Based on a pre-defined roll out of certain zones

• All GSPs by 2021

• Using a guideline £100,000/MW or 2 year timescale threshold for the conventional reinforcement to 

trigger ANM
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CCSG – Opening new ANM zones

Key context

ICE was introduced under 

RIIO-ED1, with the aim to: 

• Replicate the effects of 

Competition

• Incentivise DNOs to 

improve the overall 

customer experience

• Enable Customers to 

influence a DNOs high level 

strategy and Workplan of 

activities

Proposal for opening new zones

 No pre-defined roll out of zones

 A flexible, needs-based approach to trigger new zones at time of offer issue

 New zones based on revised financial criteria, likely an absolute value of approximately £500k

 A reduced timescale criteria of 18 months

 A published flow diagram to explain the process

 This will result in some zones being opened earlier than before, but without investing in systems   

where they are not needed.
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CCSG – Opening new ANM zones

Any 

question's?

Next steps

 Take feedback from this session – June 20

 Prepare the internal and external guidance on the new process – Jul-Aug 20

 Update the website with the revised process – Sept 20
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www.yourpowerfuture.
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CCSG

Future Stakeholder 
Engagement Events - go to 

Chat Feedback & Any Questions?
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Comfort Break
see you in 10 minutes
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Work of the Open Networks –
Interactivity and Queue Management

Key context

Grant Rogers

Connections Policy

Engineer
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Queue Management

Key contextQueue Management – Workstream 2 Product 2

The Open Networks Project consulted stakeholders on Queue Management in 
2019.

Following feedback from the 2019 consultations the Queue Management Process 
Guide was published for consultation to stakeholders in April 2020.

 Monitoring the progress of contracted (e.g. accepted) connection customers 
against their contracted offer milestones

 Managing the customers’ position in the contracted connections queue when 
progress is delayed beyond the milestone deadlines within their offer

 Terminating offers where extended milestone breaches are observed

 Applying the total “cumulative delay” approach to contractual milestones 
regarding  both queue position and/or termination
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Queue Management

Key context
Existing process

 Following stakeholder engagement in 2016 the Fair and Effective 
Management of DNO Connection Queues: Progression Milestones Best 
Practice Guide was issued

 Since this publication ENA milestones have been adopted by all UK DNO’s

 DNO’s, in line with the guide, monitor milestones
If offer milestones are missed;
 if possible milestones can be extended (appropriate and fair to do so)
 If extension isn’t possible the offer is terminated

 This process currently acts as a form of queue management

Existing Milestones

• Initiate statutory consents 

(including planning)

• Secure statutory consents 

(including planning)

• Land Rights

• Commence and progress 

works

• Project construction
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Queue Management

Key context
Queue Management – New Process
The proposed new queue management process involves monitoring the 
progress of contracted connection customers and, where applicable, 
managing their position in the connections queue by moving their 
offer’s position in the queue or terminating the offer. 

Main changes

 The ability to move Customers that are in breach of their 
contractual milestones “down” the contracted connections 
queue

 The introduction of cumulative delay

 The application of tolerances to the milestones

ENA Queue 
Management 

Consultation – link here

https://www.energynetworks.
org/assets/files/ONP-WS2-
Queue%20Management%20Us
er%20Guide%20(Consultation)
-PUBLISHED.pdf

https://www.energynetworks.org/assets/files/ONP-WS2-Queue Management User Guide (Consultation)-PUBLISHED.pdf
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The connections queue

The  contracted (accepted) connections queue will work on the 
same basic principles as it does currently in the initial stages, 
however there will be some distinct changes as projects progress. 
For example;

 Customers can be moved down the connection queue based 
delayed milestones

 Subsequently, faster moving Customers have the potential to 
move up the queue if the Customer in front is in breach of 
their milestones and the cumulative delay is sufficiently high

 Termination will still applicable however, unlike the existing 
process, in the new process customers offers will have, in most 
cases, moved down the connections queue prior to 
termination
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Cumulative delay

 Milestone breaches will work an a 

“cumulative delay” basis. 

 Each delay, at each stage, will 

contribute to the overall delay

timescale that will be compared to 

the allowable tolerances 

(discussed on the next slide)

 For example a 2 month delay at 

each of the 5 milestones would 

equate to a 10 month total 

“cumulative delay”
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Tolerances

 Work In Progress – the project can proceed without any intervention

 At Risk – the projects position in the queue can be changed

 Termination – the network company is able to terminate the contract
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What is interactivity and why is an interactive 

process needed?

• Where DNO’s receive two or more applications for connection 

which make use of the same part of the network and/or same 

network assets but where not all the applicants can be 

connected. This can be due to network capacity limitations, 

physical POC’s, network constraints etc in both the existing 

and future network.

• The resulting connection offers are referred to as interactive 

and interactivity is the process used to determine which 

application/s will be able to connect to the network if accepted.

• An interactive process is required to ensure that decisions 

made in how connections are allocated are transparent, 

consistent, simple to administer and fair for all customers 

involved.
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Application Interactivity

Key context
Existing Processes

• Across the industry Network 

Operators apply interactively 

via their own processes

• These processes are based 

largely on the same principles 

however variances exist 

between each network 

operators’ approach

• Variances include;

• Use of Moratorium Period

• Moratorium Period length

• Validity Extension

• Acceptance timing

• Reapplication

Excerpt from Open Networks Project Phase 2 2018 Project Initiation Document

Table 2: summary of main differences in interactivity process used by each network company

(*Moratorium Period)
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Application Interactivity

Key contextENA Open Networks – Workstream 2 Product 3

The 2019/2020 Open Networks Workstream 2 (Customer Information 

Provision & Connections) is concerned with establishing consistent 

Interactivity processes within and across all network companies 

(Product 3)

 Initial consultations noted gaps in existing processes that 

required new processes to be developed

 Feedback showed clear support for “Conditional Interactivity” 

among stakeholders 

 The publication of the new Interactivity Process Guide became a 

key deliverable

 The guide sets out the industry-wide agreed process that WPD 

and all network companies will use and apply consistently to 

manage interactivity

Stakeholder Feedback

• Require consistency across 

network operators

• Improved levels of 

information

• Better transparency 
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Application Interactivity

Key contextInteractivity Process Guide
Sets out new a, industry-wide, agreed processes that all network companies 

will use to manage interactivity.

Updates include;

• Early Warning Communication

• Advanced notice of interactivity to allow Connection Customers to 

manage their internal governance

• Standardised Interactivity Validity Period

• Interactive Offers have a set, clear 30 day validity period to ensure 

consistency and fairness to all applicants

• Unconditional and Conditional Offers

• Following feedback the “Conditional Interactivity” approach was 

adopted within the guide

• Re-application process

• Clear process for re-application and retention of queue position 

following “unsuccessful interactive Offer”

Please find 
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=http://www.energy
networks.org/assets/files/ONP-WS2-
P3%2520Implementation%2520Plan%2520for%2520GB%2520Common%2520I
nteractivity%2520Process-
PUBLISHED.pdf&ved=2ahUKEwiY7aX5wqnqAhXksnEKHaSPAjoQFjABegQIBhAB&
usg=AOvVaw3sJAKsqKDYgg91wXr8EkoT&cshid=1593519923162

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=http://www.energynetworks.org/assets/files/ONP-WS2-P3%2520Implementation%2520Plan%2520for%2520GB%2520Common%2520Interactivity%2520Process-PUBLISHED.pdf&ved=2ahUKEwiY7aX5wqnqAhXksnEKHaSPAjoQFjABegQIBhAB&usg=AOvVaw3sJAKsqKDYgg91wXr8EkoT&cshid=1593519923162
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Application Interactivity

Key context

• 1st application received

• No other applicants

• Initial “Unconditional Offer” sent

• 2nd application received. 

• Potentially interactive with 1st

• “Early Warning” potential 

interactivity letter sent

• Offers are confirmed interactive

• 2nd Offer sent with 30 day 

validity period

• 1st Offer as validity period 

reduced to 30 days.
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ICE Looking Back – Looking Forward May 2020

Key context

Penny Carolan

Connections Policy

ICE Coordinator
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CCSG – Looking Back – Looking Forward 2020

ICE Update

• Our ICE Looking Back and Looking Forward report 2020 
has been submitted to Ofgem and published on the 
WPD website – www.westernpower.co.uk/ice 

• The report includes:

 Overview of our stakeholder engagement strategy

 Looking Back section detailing the engagement and workplan initiatives 
we have undertaken and delivered in 2019/20

 Looking Forward section setting out how we have developed our ICE 
2020/21 Plan and our planned engagement activity for the year
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CCSG – Looking Back 2019/20
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ICE Workplan 2019/20

• Significant level of 
engagement activity with 
over 17,000 stakeholders 
engaged at events and 
over 2,000 stakeholders 
surveyed (excluding the 
BMS)

• 38 ICE 2019/20 Workplan 
initiatives delivered and 4 
new initiatives added in 
October 2019.

• 4 initiatives carried 
forward into ICE 2020/21
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CCSG – Looking Back 2019/20

ICE Workplan 2019/20 Outcomes
• The 38 completed Initiatives covered:

 Enhanced the customer experience
 Improvements to existing services
 Creating new services
 Making more information available
 Expanding engagement opportunities

• The Looking Back report includes:

 48 pages dedicated to each one of our  ICE Initiatives 
 Includes an update on the four initiatives carried over in 2020 plan

• Highlights include:

 Improvements in flexibility services for demand customers
 Online application process for demand, generation and unmetered customers
 Improved post outage information for generation customers
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CCSG – Looking Back 2019/20

ICE Workplan 2019/20 Outcomes
 WPD Flexible Power webinars –

Routes to Participation
 Four Webinars

 82 Participants

 Webinars included
 Procurement process

 Minimum run time reduced to 1 Hour

 Minimum asset size removed

 Liabilities- capped and mutual

 Encourage participation of LCT

 Solar PV

 Wind

To view webinars, go to

www.flexiblepower.co.uk/news-and-events
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CCSG – Looking Back 2019/20

ICE Workplan 2019/20 Outcomes
 Improved on-line application 

process by  - completed Dec 
2019 Q4

 Improvements
 Expanding the capacity for 

attaching documents

 Enabling a grid reference to be 
entered

 Producing a summary of the 
entry at the end of the 
application process

To apply on-line- go to; 

www.westernpower.co.uk/connections-
landing/connections-online-application-
form
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ICE Workplan 2019/20 Outcomes
 Improved post outage 

information for generation 
customers went live 20th

March 2020

 Guidance offers outage 
information for customers on 
the generation portal.

 Upcoming outages

 Export constraints

 General background 
information on for each 
generator site.

To sign up for the portal please 
email
wpdswestwalesgen@westernpower.co.uk
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CCSG – Looking Forward 2020/21

ICE 2020/21 Plan ICE 2020/21 Plan

• Developed using stakeholder 
priorities and specific 
feedback

• Plan divided into 4 focus 
areas

• 28 initiatives with 
corresponding outputs and 
measures

• New initiatives will be added 
throughout the year as new 
priorities and requirements 
emerge 

• We will publish quarterly ICE 
plan updates informing 
stakeholders of our progress 
and initiatives completed
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Key context

 Policy Guidance – 7 Initiatives

 Customer Support – 6 Initiatives 

CCSG – Looking Forward 2020/21

ICE 2020/21 Plan

ICE Key Areas

 Stakeholder Engagement – 6 Initiatives

 Communication – 9  Initiatives

www.westernpower.co.uk/ice
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CCSG – Looking Forward 2020/21

ICE 2020/21 Plan
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CCSG – Looking Forward 2020/21

ICE 2020/21 Plan – Completed action ICE 2020/21 Plan Action 16

• Developed stakeholder survey 

• Sent 395 survey’s in May2020, 
to customers that had applied 
for UMS connection in the last 
6 months

• Received generally positive 
feedback from 16 responders

• Moving forward - specific 
feedback to be implemented

• look to provide a simplified 
offer based on our SSQ 

• Simplify UMS website pages 
• Review and enhance the online 

application process

• We will publish quarterly ICE 
plan updates informing 
stakeholders of our progress

UMS website very poor and 
misguiding

Sometimes the online form 
has gremlins in it which 
require reformatting

WPD feedback from recent survey: 
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Chat Feedback & Any Questions?
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Summary, Feedback & Next Steps

Key context

Tim Hughes

Connections Policy

Manager
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Key contextSummary & Next Steps

CCSG

• Feedback captured from today
• Minutes and slides sent via email
• Feedback form emailed

• Dates for 2020 Workshops:
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